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ABSTRACT

The aim of this research is to investigate the students’ perception on the use of Mind Mapping in learning writing. Mixed method was employed to describe the students’ perception on the use of Mind Mapping in learning writing and the advantages and disadvantages of Mind Mapping in learning writing. The researcher took class B who joined writing IV class in academic years 2014 as the research subjects. This research used questionnaire and interview as the instruments for collecting the data. Moreover, The research findings showed that there were positive and negative perception on the use of Mind Mapping in learning writing. The majority of the students had positive perception on the use of Mind Mapping in learning writing and they perceived that Mind Mapping is an effective way to help them to organize the ideas in learning writing. Furthermore, the use of Mind Mapping in learning writing gives three advantages, namely: (1) Mind Mapping eased the students to think and organize their ideas before writing something; (2) it facilitated the students to develop their ideas and (3) it helped the students remember better about the ideas. The findings also showed two disadvantages, namely: (1) Mind Mapping took longer time to create and organize the ideas; and (2) it needed computer access to create a Mind Mapping.


INTRODUCTION

English is the most commonly used language to communicate and also to interact with people around the world when they come to different countries. Thus, by learning English, the learners have many opportunities to compete in every country in the world which is useful before and after graduating from university. According to Adelabu (2013), because English can be understood and spoken by most people around the world, students should learn English well.

Furthermore, it is commonly known that writing is one of the language skills that also must be taught at university. Writing has been widely regarded as a crucially essential skill in the teaching and learning of English. Harmer (1998) stated that writing is important because it is a basic language skill that should be mastered by the students. The importance of writing skill can be seen not only on students’ academic performance but also in the job opportunities. Another fact is stated by Muslim (2014) who stated that in learning process, the students who have good writing skill got higher score then who are unskilled. Therefore, writing should be taught, learned, and practiced in the beginning of learning. In other words, writing should get more attention.
in the teaching and learning of English in order to prepare the learners to deal with the real communicative life situation. It was supported by Kuhiara, Hawken and Graham (2009) who claims that writing is an important tool for educational, occupational and social success.

Writing is one of productive skill which is the most difficult for the learners. It becomes difficult especially in writing for a second and foreign language. Therefore, there are varieties of problems and difficulties in the learning of writing faced by the students. A previous study about the English writing proficiency at academic level conducted by Miftah (2010) found that many students did not know how to generate and organize some ideas for writing a topic. It is supported by Kusmiana (2013) who found that many students had limited ideas to develop a topic for their composition.

Mind mapping is one of popular strategy which is developed by Tony Buzan. The student’s need a strategy to help them in the learning writing process. The strategy is also needed to improve and develop students’ idea in learning writing. Mind mapping strategy makes the students’ easy to find new ideas. It is found by Miftah (2010) who stated that, “By implementing mind mapping with the proper models developed, the students’ ability in writing descriptive text improves”. Besides, Nurlaila (2013) also studied about mind mapping in the learning of writing. She found that mind mapping was successful to improve the students’ vocabulary and creativity to organize sentences and ideas in the learning of writing. Moreover, Mahmud, Rawson, and Rahman (2011) found that the use of mind mapping for academic writing at university enhanced the learning of writing and could generate the ideas. In other words, mind mapping is an important way to generate and improve the idea in learning writing skill at university. Therefore, this research would like to investigate students’ perception on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing; and to describe the advantages and disadvantages of using mind mapping application software in learning writing. in short there are numerous of research questions, as follows:

METHOD

The design of the research was mixed method. Quantitative analysis used to investigate the students’ perception on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing. While the qualitative analysis is applied to describe the advantages and disadvantages on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing. In order to collect the data, the researcher used questionnaire and interview as the technique. In addition, the researcher employed two instruments. They were questionnaire and interview guide.

In this research, the subjects of the study were students’ in class B who joined writing 4 in academic year 2014 at English Language Education Department in a university in Malang, East Java. They were selected as the research subject because the class used mind mapping application software in learning writing.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Findings

The researcher presents the findings of this study. It was about (1) the students’ perception on the use of mind mapping application software, (2) the advantages and (3) the disadvantages of using mind mapping application software used by the teacher in learning writing.

Students’ Perception on Using Mind Mapping Application Software in Learning Writing

Based on the result of the data analysis, it was found that there was positive and negative perception on the use of Mind Mapping application software in learning writing.

It was found that out of 23 students, 21 students (93%) had positive perception on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing. On the other hand, there were 2 students (7%) had negative perception on the use of mind mapping application software. Thus, the majority of the students (93%) asserted that the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing was very good for them and helped them in learning writing.

The Advantages on Using Mind Mapping Application Software in Learning Writing

Based on the result of data analysis, it was found that the first advantage of mind mapping application software was easy to use in learning writing. This finding is supported by the respondents who stated that Mind Mapping eased the students to think and organize their ideas before writing something. Moreover, Mind Mapping made the students’ writing more well-structured.
“It makes me more easier and more make my writing little bit challenging because even though the topic is hard I can organize the idea easier” (R 3/L42, R4/L13, R5/L11)

The second advantage of mind mapping application software was that it facilitated students develop or organize their idea. This was because mind mapping led the students to arrange their ideas in more detail. Besides, the respondents stated that mind mapping helped them organize the ideas and know the steps where they should start their writing. In addition, developing or organizing the ideas could make their writing coherent.

“It helps me in learning of writing and I think with mind mapping we can enjoy and more easily to make a paragraph” (R2/L13).

“It makes me to be creative because forces me to arrange the idea and also force me to arrange more detail of idea” (R3/L43).

The last advantage of using mind mapping application software was that it helped the students remember better about the ideas. For example, before the students started to write, they should make the centre of the topic and put the ideas into the right branches. When the students forget some ideas that should be written on their paper, Mind Mapping could help them remember the ideas; in other words, it also became a good reminder for them.

“If we write something which is come to our brain we often get lost and forget what we want to write. By looking again (to Mind Mapping), the first point is this, it will be become good reminder for us to writing again (R4/L23).”

The Disadvantages on Using Mind Mapping Application Software in Learning Writing

Based on the result of data analysis, it was found that the first disadvantage of mind mapping application software was that it took a longer time for the students to finish their writing. This finding was supported by the respondents who thought that mind mapping application software used by the teacher took a longer time in organizing and finding an effective keyword. This was because it more complicated for the students. For example, when the students wanted to put or add some ideas, they should drag the mouse to the other side, then they added into branches, it makes the students’ take longer time.

“The disadvantage of mind mapping I think we take a long time around one hours or more to think the idea and also to make a mind mapping (R2/L35, R3/L37, R4/49).”

The other disadvantage, the use of mind mapping application software needs computer access which makes the students feel complicated. For example, when the students want to create mind mapping, automatically they needed computer access that had already installed the mind mapping application software to open and to create it.
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“when I want to open the mind map, but I don’t have the software mind mapping then I cannot access the mind mapping. So that I have to open to laptop that already installed the software (R4/43).”

Discussion

The research finding proved that the 6th semester students in B class of writing had positive perception toward the used of mind mapping application software in learning writing. The most of the students answered strongly agree and agree on using mind mapping application software in learning writing. In other words, the students perceive that mind mapping help them in learning writing. This finding in line with Irwanto (2002) stated that Positive perception is perception that describes all information and respond object that perceived positively. Then, the students that answered disagree which means they had negative perception on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing. The finding in line with Irwanto (2002) stated that negative perception is perception that describes all information negatively or not suitable with the object that perceived.

Related to the answer of the students, it showed that mind mapping gave some advantages for the students’. This proved by the good answer from the students about the use of mind mapping application software. Firstly, mind mapping application software eased the students to think and organize their ideas before writing something. Secondly, it facilitated the students to develop their idea. Thirdly, it helped the students remember better about the ideas or became good reminder when the students forget about their ideas. The findings above were in line with Buzan (2005) stated that mind mapping gives the advantages to the user in remembering better on something, making better notes, arise with brilliant ideas, organize our thinking and have more fun in learning process. In addition, Murley (2007) also stated that mind mapping has several advantages, they are; the design keeps the main topic, the connection of the main topic and sub topic easy to see in the mind mapping, it encourages creativity, easier to understand, and increase productivity in learning. Therefore, Mind Mapping gave many advantages to the students in learning process.

The next discussion was about the disadvantages on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing. Based on the finding, the most of the students’ stated creating mind mapping took a longer time because they should think the ideas and write down the ideas into branches in which the ideas should be related to the main topic. The disadvantage above was relevant with previous study which conducted by Nurlaila (2013) when the students create a mind mapping, they need a longer time to finish their writing because, their more focused on write down the ideas to their maps instead of focus on their structure of writing.
The next disadvantage based on the finding was the students’ thought the used of mind mapping application software needed computer access to create and open mind mapping which makes the students little bit complicated to used it. This finding in line with Tucker, Amstrong and Massad (2010) stated that disadvantages of using mind mapping application software are always requires computer access and restricted incompatibility format.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

The researcher drew the conclusion based on the research findings. The first finding was related to the first research problem about the students’ perception on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing. Then, the second and third findings were related to the advantages and disadvantages on the use of Mind Mapping application software in learning writing.

According to the students’ perception on the use of mind mapping application software, there were positive and negative perception on the use of Mind Mapping application software in learning writing. Meanwhile, the majority of the students had positive perception on the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing and they perceived that mind mapping application software is an effective tool to help them to organize the ideas in learning writing.

In addition, the use of mind mapping application software in learning writing gave three advantages, namely; (1) Mind Mapping application software eased the students to organize their ideas before writing something; (2) it facilitated the students to develop their ideas; and (3) it helped the students remember better about the ideas.

On the contrary, mind mapping application software also gave two disadvantages in learning Writing. The disadvantages were: (1) it took longer time to create and organize the ideas; and (2) it needed computer access to create Mind Mapping.
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